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 EDITORIAL 

Musculoskeletal applications in the emergency 
department  

DP Crain 

The fascia hides the muscles beneath it. Muscle fibres are elongated 
structures encased in a hyperechoic epimysium on the outside. The 
hypoechoic muscle components are surrounded by echogenic 
connective tissue. In longitudinal scans, muscles appear as a spindle, 
while in transverse scans, they appear as speckles. 

Soft tissue infection 

The most frequent type of soft tissue infection is cellulitis, which is 
restricted to the subcutaneous compartment. Cellulitis is a medical 
condition. In addition to redness, swelling, local heat, and swelling 
on the infected locations, patients may have fever, chills, and 
leukocytosis. A hyperechoic, hyperemic pattern of inflammatory 
subcutaneous fat intersected by anechoic fluid along the connective 
tissue creates a sonographic cobblestone-like appearance. A 
cobblestone-like appearance, on the other hand, just suggests 
inflamed tissue and is unrelated to cellulitis. Ultrasound is useful for 
detecting occult abscesses. POCUS has been demonstrated to 
improve patient outcomes in up to half of abscess patients [6]. 
POCUS can also help paediatric patients diagnose soft tissue 
infections more accurately [7]. Abscess is a more severe type of soft 
tissue infection with a variety of internal echogenicity surrounding 
the inflamed and swollen subcutaneous tissue. In either a static or 
dynamic approach, POCUS can be utilised to identify occult abscess, 
determine the safe route for abscess incision or drainage, and avoid 
difficulties during abscess evacuation [8,9]. The squish sign is the 
movement of echogenic particles in reaction to compression, which 
can be utilised to distinguish between an abscess and a soft tissue 
mass. To distinguish a pseudoaneurysm from an anechoic abscess, 
Doppler functions must be used.

Joint effusion 

In emergency rooms, tender and swollen joints are prevalent. Joint 
effusions can worsen many types of arthritis and traumas around 
joints. At first glance, it can be difficult to tell the difference between 
bursitis and arthritis with joint effusions. Bursitis is an inflammation 
of the bursa that is accompanied by fluid. On a dynamic 
examination, the joint effusion is positioned within the joint cavity 
and has a distinctive look. 
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ABSTRACT 
The musculoskeletal system is a very superficial anatomical feature 
that makes it an excellent candidate for ultrasound testing in emergen-

-cy rooms. When compared to traditional emergency applications
including trauma, abdominal aortic aneurysm, and chest and
cardiovascular systems, soft tissue and musculoskeletal ultrasound is
underutilised.
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he reflection pulley is a ligamento-capsulotendinous sling that 
stabilises the long head of the biceps tendon as well as the gleno-

glenohumeral joint. As a result of trauma, degenerative, and 
inflammatory alterations, the pulley is susceptible to a number of 
pathologic diseases. The reflection pulley is subject to a number of 
critical surgical issues as part of the rotator cuff interval. Furthermore, 
because the reflection pulley is closely linked to the long head of the 
biceps tendon, which is densely innervated with nociceptive fibres, 
the pulley and related biceps tendon can act as a nidus for shoulder 
pain. The "hidden lesions" of the shoulder are pathologic lesions of 
the biceps pulley mechanism that are notoriously difficult to detect on 
physical examination and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). [1,2]. 
Inflammatory

The biceps tendon sheath's synovial lining is continuous with the 
glenohumeral joint, making it intimately tied to glenohumeral joint 
problems such impingement and rotator cuff tendinopathy. 
Tenosynovitis of the biceps can also be seen [3]. Color power can 
easily reveal the presence of synovitis, pannus, and/or hyperemia. 

Instability

Ultrasonographic evaluation of the biceps tendon reveals subluxation 
and dislocations. The tendon will typically sublux medially toward the 
subscapaularis tendon. Dynamic ultrasonography evaluation of the 
afflicted shoulder with abduction and external rotation clearly depicts 
this motion [4,5]. 

Sonoanatomy

Three hyperechoic and continuous structures in the extremities can be 
used as sonoanatomy landmarks for soft tissue and musculoskeletal 
structures. The skin and dermis are on the surface, the fascia is on the 
middle layer, and the cortical surface of the bone is on the deepest 
layer. Rotating the transducer to create a hyperechoic surface with an 
acoustic shadow can further confirm the cortical surface. Between the 
skin and the fascia, the subcutaneous tissue is made up of anechoic fat 
and distinct hyperechoic connective tissues. This is where the majority 
of soft tissue infections occur. 
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